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24 August 2021

Inter Regional Competition & Keynote Speaker

OCCC vs NFRCC
Date: November 6, 2021
Location: Online Video Conference Event – register on O3C.ca website
Time:
10:00 am – 5:00 pm
(to reduce screen fatigue, we will have short breaks after each category’s
results)
This competition will consist of 5 parts:

1. People
- This category is limited to images of human subjects only as the primary
subject o E.g. Portraits, Group Portraits, Environmental Portraits, Photo
Journalism, Posed or Candid, etc.
- Can be photographed in a studio setting or any other environment.
- Any form of image manipulation is allowed as long as the results look
natural.
25 Images to be submitted by each side

2. Nature Birds
-This category is open to any type of bird, domesticated or wild. o E.g.
ducks, geese, herons, raptors, song birds, sea and shore birds, etc.
- Images may be shot in a studio, zoo setting or in the wild.
- Artificial backgrounds ARE permitted either in studio or the wild.
- Any form of image manipulation is allowed as long as the results look
natural.
- Large areas of black/solid/manipulated background are permissible.
- Hand of Man is allowed.
- No artificial or taxidermy specimens.
25 Images to be submitted by each side
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3. Animal Category
- This category is open to all manner of animals. Includes domestic animals,
Zoo animals, Animals in controlled environments where they rely on man for
their source of food and animals that fall into the wildlife category PSA
definition.
-Techniques that enhance the presentation of the photograph. Eg: replacing
backgrounds in the image as long as the main subject remains true to life.
-Vignette’s, textures, colour enhancement as long as the main subject
remains true to life.
-All types of computer manipulation are allowed. Such as HDR, focus
stacking, removal of distracting elements.
-Techniques that remove elements added by the camera, such as dust
spots, digital noise, and film scratches are allowed.
-Colour images can be converted to grey-scale monochrome.
25 Images to be submitted by each side
4. Pictorial Category
-This category comprises subject matter that does not fall into any of the
three other categories. Eg: still life, tabletop, food photography, flowers,
man-made objects, transportation, urban or rural life, city scapes, people,
action, domestic animals, pets are just a few examples. No Nature, or
Wildlife as the subject of the image is accepted in this category.
-Wildlife images are NOT allowed in Nature or Pictorial sections and
should be entered in the “Animals” category.
-Nature in appearance images must have been manipulated in a manner
not allowed in the “Nature” category.
-Any form of image manipulation is allowed. Highly manipulated or
creatively altered may be entered in this category.
25 Images to be submitted by each side
5. Theme Category – Lines And Curves
-The subject of the 2020 Annual Theme category is “Lines & Curves”.
- Lines and curves have a significant compositional role which focuses the
viewer’s attention on some part of the image and influences the
interpretation of the image.
-Lines and curves can also add interest and a sense of dynamics to guide the
eye of the viewer.
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-For this competition, we are seeking images which emphasize and contain
lines and/or curves that capture our attention and enhances our appreciation
of your submitted image.
-Images submitted into this competition can come from a wide range of
topics and subjects such as but not limited to – abstract, altered reality,
aircraft, cityscape, flowers, landscape, machinery, nature, people, plants,
seascape, still-life, tools, vessels, wildlife, etc.
-For this competition, lines/curves will include: Converging Lines, Curved
Lines, Diagonal Lines, Horizontal Lines, Opposing diagonal Lines, S-Curves,
and Vertical Lines.
15 Images to be submitted by each side
Image Submission:
1. Digital Image size: 1920 wide x 1080 high with 3MB size limit
2. Limit of one image per maker in each category. Total 230 entries to
be judged
3. Categories & Regional Codes:
BR =
NA =
PE =
PL =
Th =
NF =
OC =

Nature Birds
Nature Animals
People
Pictorial
Theme
NFRCC Region Code
OCCC Region Code
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File Structure
Region_Category_Maker_Title.jpg
Eg: NF_PA_John Doe_Fireman.jpg
Eg: OC_TH_Jane Smith_Galaxy.jpg
Eg: NF_PL_Susan Day_Red Corvette.jpg
Eg:OC_NA_Tim Horton_Grizzley.jpg
File Submission
Each organization will be responsible to collect images from their clubs by
October 20, 2021 and then upload their chosen images to O3C server by
October 29, 2021.
Judging and Scoring this Competition:
1. There will be a pool of 4 judges. Two judges proposed by the
NFRCC and 2 judges proposed by the OCCC. All four judges will
judge and score all images in the 1st round of judging online. Score
will be out of 40 for online judging. The judging of finalist images in
each category will be judge live at the event, rotating the judges for
each category. Online judging to be completed by November 14,
2020.
2. Scoring will be from 1 – 10 with the acceptable level set at 6. Top
score will be 30 per image. Once the top 25% are determined the
Judges will re-evaluate each image making the decision to keep the
image IN or designate it OUT, this process will continue until down
to the final 3 – 5 images, judges will then decide 1st;2nd; and 3rd
placements.
3. Each category will have a 1st, 2nd, 3rd, place and 25% Honorable
Mentions decided by the judges. All ties to be decided by the
category judging group.
4. Medals presented for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, place in each category for the
maker based on highest scores within the categories.
5. Regional Awards: One Regional Winner for each category of Nature
Animals, People, Nature Birds, Pictorial and Theme. One Overall
Regional Winner gets the Chairman Award. Thus, there will be 5
trophies presented.
6. The Regional Category Winner will be based on the sum total of the
entry scores of each region.
7. The Overall Regional Winner will be based on the sum total of all
category scores of each region.
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Format and Time Table for the day:
1. Opening Remarks from O3C President and NFRCC President 10:00am
2. Digital People judging results & Live judging
3. Digital Nature Birds judging results & Live judging
4. Digital Nature Animals judging results & Live judging
5. Digital Pictorial judging results & Live judging
6. Lunch Break
7. Digital Theme “Lines & Curves”– results & Live judging
8. Keynote Speaker
9.Award Presentations & Closing Remarks

Special Notice:
It is anticipated that the winning images will be posted on the internet and available for
viewing by member clubs and others. Member clubs are responsible to ensure that any
images submitted for this competition are authorized by their maker for this use.
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